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LINDA’S EGO DEFENSE MECHANISMS AS SEEN IN PAULO 
COELHO’S ADULTERY: A PSYCHOANALYSIS STUDY 
 
By: 
Azizah Nurhayati 
09211144019 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
 This research aims to analyze ego defense mechanisms found in the main 
character of Adultery named Linda when she deals with her situation. To answer 
the objective, this research used the psychoanalysis theory by Sigmund Freud. 
This research applied qualitative research method with content analysis 
technique. The source of the data for this research was taken from Paulo Coelho’s 
Adultery published in 2014. The primary data of the research were in form of 
word, phrase, clause, and sentences, having correlation with ego defense 
mechanisms found in Linda’s personality. The researcher became the primary 
instrument of this research and the data sheet was the secondary instrument. The 
data analysis was conducted through four steps: re-reading, identifying the theme, 
coding the data, and interpreting the data based on the theory.  
The researcher finds that the main character is dominated by her superego, 
even though at first her id dominated her personality. The domination of the id 
leads the main character into adultery. The researcher finds repression and denial 
as the main character’s ego defense mechanisms to cope. Repression and denial 
can be seen through the main character’s dialogue and behavior towards herself 
and others. Although at first she was afraid, bored, confused, and depressed with 
her marriage and adultery, in the end her personality becomes balanced again. 
 
Keywords: psychoanalysis, Freud, imbalanced personality, ego defense 
mechanisms, Adultery 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Research Background 
The death of Robin Williams (63 years old), an actor and a comedian, on 
11 August 2014 shocked everybody anywhere. It was a suicide by hanging in his 
house in Tiburon, California. The CNN reporter (2014, par.1), Matthew Stucker, 
wrote that Robin Williams was found dead using a belt to hang himself from a 
bedroom door. He suffered from depression, recent increase of paranoia because 
of insomnia and anxiety, associated with Parkinson’s, according to the coroner’s 
report. Nobody would have known that a comedian like him died by suicide. His 
death was the evidence that mental illness like depression should be taken more 
seriously.  
Mental illness is a serious health problem that can happen to anyone in this 
world. No matter who the people are, where they live, all of them have a chance to 
suffer from it. Most sufferers of mental illness do not seek for help because they 
are embarrassed by it. They ignore the symptoms until it is already too late for 
them to recover. Unlike fever, lungs cancer, brain tumor, or any other physical 
diseases, some of mental illness cannot be detected from the physical 
characteristics. Some of the sufferers look physically healthy, as if their mental 
illness disguise behind their normal physical appearance. 
As people cannot see how mental illness is like from the physical 
appearance, it is impossible to cure an invisible illness. Meanwhile, the sufferers 
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of mental illness have not realized that they feel the symptom. Instead of realizing 
quickly, they unconsciously use ego defense mechanisms to repress the anxiety. 
Their repressed feeling is not erased from the memory, but buried deeply and it 
can reappear if it is triggered by similar unpleasant experience. If the repressed 
feeling reappears, it can cause more damage, disturbance, dysfunction, and 
imbalance in anyone’s personality.  
There are many kinds of mental illness suffered by people around the 
world. A simple symptom can lead into a severe mental illness, which will be 
harder to recover, if it is repressed, ignored, or denied. Every mental illness has 
various symptoms and psychologists call these as psychopathology.  Oltmanns 
and Emery (2013:2) state that psychopathology is a collection of symptoms 
related to mental illness, such as depressed mood, panic attack, and false belief. 
Feelings related to depressed mood are often including disappointment and 
hopelessness. Depression is more than just sadness (Oltmanns and Emery, 
2013:140). Depression can lead into dysfunction (social, physical, and 
psychological), even death.   
Many films and literary works have mental illness as the main issue. Some 
authors try to lift up mental illness in order to remind people about the danger of it 
if it is not treated carefully. One of the literary works that have mental illness as 
the main issue is the novel Adultery (2014) by Paulo Coelho.  Linda, 30s-year-old, 
is the main character in the novel. She has a loving, rich, and successful husband, 
blessed with three children. Apart from her husband’s success, Linda herself is a 
beautiful senior journalist. She lives in Geneva, Switzerland (one of the most 
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expensive cities in the world) with her family. Unfortunately, all of those above 
have not yet made Linda happy. It is normal for a journalist to love a challenge 
and she realizes that after ten years of marriage, she is bored. Day after day, she 
represses her feelings that lead her into depression. Linda’s life starts to change 
since her boss asks her to interview a senator, Jacob König. Linda and Jacob have 
an extramarital affair. At first, the adultery helps both Linda and Jacob deal with 
each marriages, but in the end it ruins both’s lives.  
If Linda’s life is compared to Robin Williams’ life, both seem to have 
nothing wrong that can make them depressed. Both of them have wonderful lives 
and are famous, rich, and loved. Unfortunately, they are depressed behind their 
luxurious façade. Robin Williams’ depression led him to suicide, while Linda’s 
depression leads her into adultery. Although people see Robin Williams and 
Linda’s lives look perfect, they cannot see the hidden truth behind their lives. 
Perfection is only a matter of opinion, where the truth is beyond expectation. 
 Many readers of  Paulo Coelho’s works expect the novel Adultery to be 
full of life wisdom, like The Alchemist (1987) that made him as a best selling 
novelist. Unfortunately, many book critics assume Adultery as a disappoinment. 
According to Morrison (2014),  Adultery gives the readers “a strange aftertaste of 
falseness and a rushed job”. The readers will not find any romance in the novel 
because the sex mentioned in it is rough and abusive.  
While De Vera (2014) states in his article that Adultery will make the 
readers feel depressed after they read it because the story in it does not literally 
reflect the title of the book. Even the first paragraph in the novel indicates 
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depression, loneliness, and boredom. Apart from the book critics say about 
Coelho’s failure in writing Adultery, it is still an interesting story about human 
personality development and the effects in anyone’s life. 
 The breakdown of Linda’s personality development can be analyzed by 
using psychoanalysis approach. Although Linda is not a real person, 
psychoanalysis theory can be applied to the novel Adultery because literary works 
are created by humans. The novel is a product of the author’s mind. Therefore, it 
is suitable to analyze Adultery by using psychoanalysis. 
B. Research Focus 
Adultery by Paulo Coelho is an example of literary works that deals with 
personality development and the impact towards the character’s personality can be 
analyzed by using psychoanalysis theory. In this research, the researcher uses 
psychoanalysis theory by Sigmund Freud. This theory focuses on someone’s 
personality (id, ego, superego) and ego defense mechanisms if the personality is 
imbalanced.  
The researcher analyzes the main character in Adultery named Linda. This 
research focuses on Linda’s personality (id, ego, superego) and her ego defense 
mechanisms. Linda’s personality is imbalanced because her ego cannot control her 
id and superego. Linda’s id is related to her unfulfilled desire in her marriage and 
she is involved in adultery with her former ex-boyfriend. Her superego knows that 
the adultery is wrong, but her id wins. Therefore, her ego creates defense 
mechanisms to help her deal with her situation.   
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In 1926, Sigmund Freud states his first idea of ego defense mechanisms. 
They are regression, repression, reaction formation, isolation, undoing, projection, 
introjection, turning against the self, and reversal. In 1936, Anna Freud adds 
sublimation, displacement, denial, and identification with the agressor (in Mullen, 
et al, 1999). From the beginning, Linda always denies and represses her feelings 
that lead her into depression and end in adultery as the rational outcome. This 
research aims to explore the forms of Linda’s imbalanced personality, which are 
repression and denial.    
Based on the two major problems appear in the novel, this research 
focuses on how Linda’s personality becomes imbalanced (id, ego, superego) and 
her ego defense mechanisms (repression and denial).  
C. Objective of the Research 
Based on the background of study mentioned above, the objective of this 
research is to analyze the forms of repression and denial as Linda’s ego defense 
mechanisms to deal with her situation. 
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D. Significance of the Research 
This research is expected to give some contributions to the following 
elements: 
1. Academically, this research can be a reference upon Freud’s psychoanalysis 
literary criticism in dealing with humans’ personality structure through 
literary works. By giving relevant information about the causes and the 
impacts of psychological conflict in someone’s life, this research is hoped to 
be useful and beneficial to gain the understanding of applying 
psychoanalysis theories, especially for the students of English Literature in 
Yogyakarta State University.  
2. Practically, the readers may also understand more about the symptoms of 
mental illness, particularly depression. Thus, the readers will be able to take 
some lessons to avoid the emergence of any personality problems case in 
their lives.  
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
A. Personality Psychology 
An individual has a personality that identifies him/her. According to 
Santrock (1988:435), a person’s thought, feeling, and behavior are the 
characteristics that show the way he/she adapts and compromizes in life. Hilgard, 
et al., (1975:396) states: 
“Personality refers in the characteristic patterns of behaviour and 
ways of thinking that determine a person’s adjustment to his 
environment. Personality is shaped by inborn potential as modified 
by experiences common to the culture and subcultural group (such as 
sex roles) and the unique experiences that affect the person as an 
individual. The major theoritical approach to an understanding of 
personality include trait, psychoanalytic, social learning, and 
humanistic theories.” 
 
Seldon and Widdowson (1993:136) state: “The relationship between 
psychoanalysis and literary criticism spans much of the twentieth century”. From 
time to time, psychoanalysis has developed and the objects to be analyzed have 
been more various. There are many definition of psychology, and in 1937 Alport 
makes a list of fifty definition from different fields: philosophy, theology, law, 
sociology, and psychology (Krech et al., 1974:650). Meanwhile, psychological 
conflict can be found anywhere, for example: literary works. 
Reading a literary work, either it is a short story, a novel, a drama, or a 
poem, a reader will find some problems in it. These problems appear in the story 
because there is a complication between the storyline and the characters’ 
personalities. Bennett and Royle (2004:131) state that: 
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“Literature, like art more generally, has always been concerned with 
aspects of what can be called the unconscious or ‘not me’ or other: it 
is and has always been centrally concerned with dreams and fantasy, 
hallucinations and visions, madness, trance, and other kinds of 
impersonality or absences of self.”   
 
A reader can even find some literary works as a reflection of a real human 
experience. It is not complete and satisfying when a person reads a literary work 
without wondering how such a story can happen. In order to gain a deeper 
understanding about the literary works, a reader can use some approaches, such as 
psychoanalysis by Sigmund Freud. Psychoanalysis shows human as a form of 
instincts and structure of personality conflicts. These conflicts appear from the 
struggle between id, ego, and superego. Minderop (2016:9) states that “to most 
psychoanalysists, the term ‘personality’ is a priority of the unconsciousness 
outside the consciousness, which makes the way of thinking colored by 
emotions.” 
Many critics believe author’s personality unconsciously influences the 
literary works that he/she makes, like unspoken anxiety or fantasy. Personality can 
be normal and abnormal. A normal personality usually follows the common 
pattern of life. While the abnormal one tends to have a personality deviation. The 
characteristics of a creative personality are imaginative, fully initiative, has a 
strong will, open-minded, free thinking, deep curiosity, soul of adventurer, high 
spirited, energic, confident, willing to take risk, and dare in faith (Endraswara, 
2008:152).  
Stated by Lye (1998:14), psychoanalysis deals with motives, especially 
hidden or disguised motives. Either explicitly or implicitly, an individual is 
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impossible doing something without any purpose and therefore, the individual’s 
behavior can be analyzed by using psychoanalysis. 
B. Psychoanalysis  
Sigmund Freud (1856-1939), a Viennese physician, is the father of 
psychoanalysis, followed by Carl Jung (1875-1961) from Zurich and Jacques 
Lacan (1901-1981) from French. Although each of them developed different 
approaches to psychiatry, they study the relationship between the mind and 
personality. Brill (1949:1) states: “PSYCHOANALYSIS is a term that was fully 
developed by Professor Sigmund Freud and his pupils, and, etymologically, 
means mental analysis”.  
 Eagleton (1983:159) states: “psychoanalysis is not only a theory of the 
human mind, but a practice for curing those who are considered mentally ill or 
disturbed”. Considering as a cure, it means that by using psychoanalysis, the 
patient will not only know the kind of illness he suffers from, but also to reveal 
the cause of the illness. Although psychoanalysis can be used as an approach for 
curing those who are considered mentally ill, the recovery process of the illness 
does not depend only on the patient and the therapist, but also on the environment 
around the patient. Social condition has a strong influence in healing the mental 
disturbance. It is a crisis of human relationships, and of the human personality, as 
well as a social convulsion (Eagleton, 1983:151). 
 In his Introductory Lectures on Psychoanalysis, Freud (in Eagleton, 1983: 
151) states, “The motive of human society is in the last resort an economic one”. 
If people want to fulfill their pleasure, they have to work to make money, which is 
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the source of making their dreams come true. Without enough money, people can 
lose their logical thinking and have the tendency to break the law in order to get 
the money. Economic condition may not be the basic reason of people becoming 
mad, but it holds an important role in surviving the life.  
 Eagleton (1983: 152) states that people are willingly suffering from 
repression as long as there is something in it, but if the demand is too much that 
people cannot stand for it, they will fall sick and this form of sickness is known as 
neurosis. Indeed, this condition is different from what Karl Marx looks for; that 
people work to gain a higher position in social status. Freud looks for the 
implications of the repression for the physical life. Freud as a neurologist, builds 
his idea about psychology theory based on his experiences treating his patients 
who have mental problems (Eagleton, 1996:43). 
 Freud’s therapy to his patients mostly uses hypnotism through dialogue 
with the patients. Later he found that most patients’ psychological problems are 
rooted in their childhood experiences. He also finds that childhood experience is 
not always realized by the individual’s conscious mind (Minderop, 2016:10). For 
example, awoman can be a lesbian because she has been sexually abused by her 
step-father when she was young. Unconsciously, the trauma she had can make her 
believe that every man in this world is evil. Thus, she feels safer to be around 
another woman than to be with a man.  
Freud is also a bookworm and he always scrutinizes the books he reads 
because he believes that books is not only telling us about science, but also the 
puzzles of real life. Books show many feeling conflicts, impulse, and various 
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expression that leadinto psychoanalysis. Freud opens people’s consciousness 
about confusion and the mystery of everything (Milner, 1992:1-3).  
According to Freud, human mind is mostly influenced by the 
unconsciousnes. He ilustrates that human mind is like an iceberg. The tip of the 
iceberg is above water and it represents consciousness. The base of the iceberg is 
hidden under water and it represents unconsciousness. Therefore, most of human 
mind works without the individual realizing it. He says that an individual’s life is 
full of conflicts and in order to deal with the pressure, the individual keeps them 
all in the unconsciousness. Based on that reason, Freud believes that the 
unconsciousness is the main key to understand human behavior (Eagleton, 
1996:437). 
Endaswara, in his book Literature Psychology Research Method (2008:7-
8), explains that literature psychology is important because: First, literary work is 
a product of the author’s psychology and mind. The author’s idea is from his 
subconsciousness (abstract form), shaped into a literary work through his 
consciousness (concrete form), for example: Paulo Coelho’s opinion about 
adultery is abstract form, then he writes a novel about it (concrete form). 
Second, the quality of literary works is based on the writing process. The 
author’s idea can be good at first, but then after he writes it, the work gets messy. 
The quality of the writing process depends on the author’s ability to set the 
storyline, to divide the characterization and to serve it in an understandable 
language.  
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Third, the philosophy or intention explicitly or implicitly written in the 
literary works, for example: Paulo Coelho’s Adultery tells the readers that 
depression during adolescence may lead into adultery.  
C. Sigmund Freud’s Structure of Personality 
1. The Id 
Human beings are the only creatures from the beginning people are born; 
they depend on their parents and cannot help themselves to survive. This 
dependence of their parents’ help is purely material matter, like the needs to eat 
and to be safe. This dependence, like Eagleton (1983:153) states is “a matter of 
the satisfaction of what may be called ‘instinct’, by which is meant the 
biologically fixed needs human beings have for nourishment, warmth and so on”. 
This instinct is often thought of as the id, the unconscious part. The id is a 
pleasure seeker, without any contact with reality. The dissatisfactory feeling in 
this phase may lead to the imbalance of the human personality.    
There are two instincts: life instinct (Eros) and death instinct (Thanatos). 
Eros manifests in sexual behavior, to support life and growth. Thanatos manifests 
in aggresive and destructive actions to self or others, for example: suicide attempt 
(self-destructive behavior) or aggresivity towards others (Hilgard et al., 1975: 
335). Although these two instincts are in the unconsciousness, they become power 
of motivation (Hilgard et al., 1975:303 and 334).  
2. The Superego 
As human is not only an individual creature, but also a social one, an 
individual cannot live without each other. Considering the phase in which a baby 
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will undergo, from Nature to Culture, the baby will grow in life with moral value 
demands. If the baby wants to live with other people, it has to obey the rule in the 
society. In the case of Oedipus complex, Freud regards this as the beginnings of 
morality, conscience, law and all forms of social and religious authority, or he 
calls it superego (Eagleton, 1983:156). 
Like id, superego works unconsciously, unless the sexual impulse and id 
aggresivity can be fulfilled in moral consideration. For example: a man’s ego 
wants to have routine sex but he does not want his carreer ruined by having 
children; but his id wants to have a satisfactory sex because sex is pleasant. Then 
his superego appears and interferes with guilt or sin about having sex. This 
situation is uncomfortable to him, which will create an anxiety. There are two 
anxieties: objective anxiety and neurotic anxiety. Objective anxiety occurs when a 
person is threatened in an environment, while neurotic anxiety comes from the 
person’s unconsciousness conflicts. As it is not realized by the person, he may not 
understand the cause of his anxiety (Hilgard et al., 1975:441). 
3. The Ego  
Ego is the moderator between id and superego. Ego also deals with reality. 
It holds the most important position to control id for pleasure seeker and to obey 
the rule in society in which superego always considers it. Ego helps people to get 
what they want without causing trouble or suffering to themselves.  
Freud believes that dreams are the golden way of the unconsciousness. 
Freud's dream theory appeared in The Interpretation of Dreams, from which he 
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finds that even though people have unconscious wishes through their dreams, the 
ego is still working even within their dreams. Eagleton (1983:158) states: 
“We may have certain unconscious desires which will not be 
denied, but which dare not find practical outlet either; in this 
situation, the desire forces its way in from the unconscious, the 
ego blocks it off defensively, and the result of this internal 
conflict is what we call neurosis.” 
 
Ego is in between consciousness and unconsciousness. Ego deals with 
reasoning, problem solving, and taking a decision. The superego and the id are 
like North and South poles of the Earth. Id and ego have no morality judgement 
because both of them do not know right and wrong. Therefore, a balanced person 
must have a strong ego to deal with the id and the superego.  
There are three possibitilies that may occur in someone’s personality if id, 
ego, and superego are imbalanced: 
a. If the id is dominant than the other two, it will lead the person into 
immorality and psychopathology. 
b. If the superego is dominant than the other two, it will lead the person 
into anxiety disorder because the person must behave in a socially 
acceptable manner and sometimes must neglect his own need for 
pleasure.  
c. If the ego cannot control the domination of either id or superego, it will 
create defense mechanisms. The failure in using defense mechanisms 
will lead a person into several mental disorders.  
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D. Ego Defense Mechanisms 
Freud uses the term defense mechanism to refer to the unconsciousness of 
an individual in dealing with anxiety; the mechanism protect the person from 
external threats or there are impulses from internal anxiety that distort reality in 
many ways (Hilgard, et al., 1975:442). According to Krech (1974:578), defense 
mechanisms are not the reflection of an individual’s personality, but they have a 
strong influence in the individual’s psychology development.  
The source of the conflicts from which anxiety is said to arise very 
widely among different personality theories: opposing forces among 
id, ego, and superego (Freud); inferiority feelings versus striving for 
perfection (Adler), incompatible neurotic needs simultaneously 
driving the person to seek to be with others, to aggress (Horney); 
conflicting requirements of complex impersonal relations (Sullivan); 
psychosocial crises in the process of identity formation (Erikson). 
Despite this diversity in assumed sources of anxiety, personality 
theorists seem to agree on the presence of a large number of defence 
mechanisms that can to some extent protect the individual against 
anxiety, but the price of a certain degree of denial of distortion of 
reality (Krech, 1974:578). 
 
There are several categories of ego defense mechanisms based on Freud’s 
theory of psychoanalysis. Here are the basic ego defense mechanisms mostly 
found in daily life: 
1. Denial 
The most primitive defense mechanism is denial of reality (Minderop, 
2016:29-30). When a person faces a frustation of facts, he/she closes his/her 
eyes to the problems. For example: Rose fell in love with Jack but he did not 
love her. Knowing this, Rose’s heart was broken but when her friend asks how 
she is feeling now, she says, “I am fine.” 
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2. Repression 
Repression is a mechanism that push out the impulses of id that are 
unacceptable, from consciousness and back to the unconsciousness. Repression 
is the foundation of all ego defense mechanisms. Repression is an effort to 
avoid anxiety. For example: Rose goes shopping with her friends because if 
she is alone at home, she cannot stop thinking about Jack who recently rejected 
her love.  
3. Sublimation 
Sublimation is a mechanism that occurs when anxiety is transfered into 
some socially acceptable manners. For example: a man with high sexual desire 
becomes a nude model painter (Minderop, 2016:34). 
4. Projection 
Projection occurs when someone blames others in order to make 
himself/herself look better. For example: Rose heard Jack fell in love with one 
of Rose’s classmate, Daisy. Unfortunately, Daisy had a boyfriend and she 
cannot accept Jack. Hearing this, Rose tells her best friend that Jack deserves it 
because he broke her heart many years before.  
5. Displacement 
Displacement occurs when an upleasant feeling towards someone or 
something is shifted to a substitute object, which is not the source of the 
anxiety. For example: A man arrives home angrily after his boss blamed him 
for not presenting the report on time. He yells at his dog and kicks it, as the 
displacement of his anger. 
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6. Rationalization 
There are two purposes of rationalization: First, to reduce disappointment 
in failure of achieving something. Second, to give more acceptable motive 
(Hilgard, et al., 1975:443-444). For example: A husband does not want to help 
his wife cleaning their house because he believes it is a wife’s duty.  
7. Reaction Formation 
Reaction formation is the direct opposite outcome of a repressed feeling. 
For example: After getting her love rejected, Rose avoids meeting Jack in 
anywhere she goes, even though she misses him.  
8. Regression 
According to Hilgard et al. (1975:439), there are two types of regression: 
retrogressive behavior (a childish act of an adult in order to get comfort and 
safety) and primitivation (an adult who acts without control and has no 
hesitation to fight another person).  
9. Aggression and Apathy 
Aggression is an anger, influenced by tension and restlessness that will 
lead into assault and abttery. Aggression is usually expressed directly to the 
source of the frustration, verbally or physically. Meanwhile, apathy is a 
withdrawal from the source of frustration and acts defensively.  
10. Escape to Fantasy 
Sometimes an escapism is needed as the solution of unsolved problems in 
real life. For example: A girl looks for some pictures of various food to escape 
from the fact that she is hungry. 
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E. Previous Research Findings 
Many previous researches have ego defense mechanisms as the research 
topic. One of them is the research that conducted by Susilawati (2008) as an 
undergraduate thesis in Yogyakarta State University entitled “An Analysis of Joy 
Hopewell’s Unbalanced Personality in Flannery O’Connor’s ‘Good Country 
People’”. To analyze the denial as Joy’s ego defense mechanism, the researcher 
used Sigmund Freud’s psychoanalysis and Anne Freud’s ego defense mechanism 
and found two results.  
The first result revealed that Joy’s personality problem was mainly caused 
by the domination of her id and this imbalance caused her to suffer from hypo 
manic psychosis. The second one was that Joy experienced eight types of sorts of 
behavior: 1) drowning into phantasy, 2) ignoring the fact, 3) becoming regressive, 
4) concealing real feelings, 5) humiliating others, 6) blaming others, 7) envying 
others, and 8) becoming unrealistic. 
Another research was conducted by Agustina Tri Widayati (2013) as an 
undergraduate thesis in Yogyakarta State University entitled “Frank Hedonistic 
Lust and Pleasure-Seeking Behavior in Abagnale’s Catch Me If You Can: A 
Psychoanalysis Approach”. The researcher used Sigmund Freud’s Psychoanalysis 
and found that Frank was dominated by his id. As the result, Frank became a 
psychopath and a criminal in four continents. There are several malicious 
characteristics in Frank: boundless egoism, strong destructive urge, impulse 
control problems, and increased pleasure-seeking drives. These two researches 
above applied Psychoanalysis theory by Sigmund Freud. 
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F. Conceptual Framework 
Despite the same research topic and the ground theory applied in this 
research and the previous researches, this research still has two differences. The 
first one is the data source; the previous research uses Flannery O’Connor’s 
“Good Country People” short story and Abagnale’s Catch Me If You Can novel, 
while this research uses Paulo Coelho’s Adultery novel.  
The second one is the analysis result. Susilawati’s thesis reveals Joy was 
dominated by her id and there were eight behaviors experienced by Joy.  Agustina 
Tri Widayati’s thesis reveals that Frank was dominated by his id and there were 
four behaviors experienced by Frank. Meanwhile, this research will reveal the 
causes of Linda’s depression that lead her into adultery. 
To analyze the causes of Linda’s depressed personality, the following 
objective is proposed: to analyze the forms of repression and denial as Linda’s ego 
defense mechanisms to deal with her situation. The researcher applies Freud’s 
psychoanalysis theory to answer the question of the research. The conceptual 
framework of the research can be seen below. 
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Figure 1. Conceptual Framework 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
A. Research Design 
This research applied qualitative research method with content analysis 
technique. According to Vanderstoep and Johnston (2009:7), “in general 
quantitative research specifies numerical assignment to the phenomena under 
study, whereas qualitative research produces narrative or textual descriptions of 
the phenomena under study.” The data analysis of qualitative research would be 
presented in narrative text, rather than numerical or statistical format. 
Furthermore, this research applied content analysis technique. According 
to Hsieh and Shannon (2005:1278), “qualitative content analysis is defined as a 
research method for the subjective interpretation of the content of text data 
through the systematic classification process of coding and identifying themes or 
patterns.” The researcher used this technique to analyze the collected data and to 
put them into several categories based on the preexisting theory (psychoanalysis 
by Sigmund Freud) to answer the objective of the research. 
B. Data and Sources of the Data 
The source of the data for this research was taken from Paulo Coelho’s 
Adultery published in 2014. Paulo Coelho was a Brazillian writer and the novel 
was a book translated from Portuguese by Margaret Jull Costa and Zoë Perry, 
consisting 261 pages. Adultery describes a story of a depressed woman, Linda, 
who is involved in an adultery as the result of her imbalanced personality
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 development. The researcher’s objective was to analyze the forms of repression 
and denial as Linda’s ego defense mechanisms to deal with her situation.  
The primary data of the research would be in form of word, phrase, and 
circumstance containing, reflecting, and/or having correlation with ego defense 
mechanisms found in Linda’s personality as the main character in the novel. 
C. Research Instrument 
Vanderstoep and Johnston (2009:166) state that qualitative research is 
based on people’s “interpretation of their experiences”. One of the characteristics 
of qualitative research is that the researcher is the key data-collection instrument 
(Bogdan and Biklen in Tuckman, 1988:389). Thus, in this research, the researcher 
was involved in all of the processes of the study as the designer, the data collector, 
the data analyst, the interpreter, and the data reporter of the research finding. 
Therefore, the researcher herself would be the primary instrument of this study. 
D. Data Collecting Technique 
The purpose of data gathering in qualitative research is to provide 
evidence for the experience it is investigating (Polkinghorne, 2005). Observation 
would be applied as the data collecting technique of the study. The researcher 
firstly read the novel. Then, she wrote carefully about the words, phrases, and 
circumstances that contain, reflect, and have correlation with ego defense 
mechanisms phenomenon from the novel. The last step was categorizing the data. 
The collected data were categorized in order to answer the objective of the 
research, which is to analyze the forms of repression and denial as Linda’s ego 
defense mechanisms to deal with her situation. To answer the objective of the 
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research, the researcher used Freud’s psychoanalysis theory focused on Linda’s 
structure of personality (id, ego, superego) and ego defense mechanisms 
categories.  To ease the categorization, the data were presented below. 
Table 1: The Table List of the Data for Linda’s Personality Structure and the 
Forms of Her Ego Defense Mechanisms  
 
No Quotation Page 
Personality 
Structure 
Ego Defense 
Mechanisms Meaning 
1. Every morning, 
when I open my 
eyes to the so-
called “new day”, 
I feel like closing 
them again, 
staying in bed, 
and not getting 
up. But I can’t 
do that.  
 
 
3 Superego Repression 
and Denial 
When Linda says “...I feel 
like closing them again, 
staying in bed, and not 
getting up...” she seems to 
have no interest to face 
another day of her life and 
this is her id demand. 
Then the next sentence, 
“...But I can’t do that...” 
shows repression as her 
superego demand.  
 
 
E. Data Analysis 
Eelderink (2015) states that there are four steps in qualitative data analysis. 
First, the researcher should be familiar with the collected data during the research. 
In this first step, the researcher re-read the collected data. Second, the researcher 
identified the themes of the data and put them into categories based on the 
objective of the research. Third, in order to get developed coding scheme, the 
researcher coded data based on the types of personality structure categories and 
ego defense mechanisms categories. Fourth, the researcher analyzed the data from 
each category more deeply in order to interpret the meanings and to make a 
conclusion from the result of the analysis. 
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F. Data Trustworthiness 
A commonly employed technique to enhance trustworthiness is 
triangulation. It involves using multiple sources and perspectives to reduce the 
chance of systematic bias. According to Shenton (2004:64), there are three 
methods of triangulation: oberservation, focus groups, and individual interviews. 
In this research, the researcher used observation via data sources. This means that 
the researcher involved the use of other researchers’ viewpoints and experiences 
to analyze the data, to develop and to test the coding scheme. Furthermore, 
Shenton (2004:67) states: 
“Opportunities for scrutiny of the project by collegues, peers and 
academics should be welcomed, as should feedback offered to the 
researcher at any presentations (e.g. at conferences) that are made 
over the duration of the project... Questions and obervations may 
well enable the researcher to refine his or her methods, develop a 
greater explanation of the research design and strengthen his or her 
arguments in the light of the comments made.”  
 
In order to gain trustwothiness, the researcher first step was to consult the 
data to her thesis advisors in order to get the correct interpretation. Second, the 
researcher provided all data to the peer reviewers from English Language and 
Literature program in order to collect their suggestions or opinions about the 
analysis. The researcher hoped that their reviews on the research would give 
advantages to the accuracy of the findings. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In this research, the researcher presents the discussion of the findings of 
the study. This chapter focuses on analyzing the forms of repression and denial 
that occur in Linda’s personality. 
Mental health problems can bring serious impact on someone’s life. It will 
be worse if the symptoms are not noticed since earlier time until it is too late to 
get proper treatment. Some cases of mental illness come from personality 
imbalance. Failure in emotion management can be the cause of it, particularly 
when a person deals with a personal or social conflict. The effect of the 
imbalanced personality not only can create a mess in an individual’s daily activity, 
but also can disturb social system. For a personal impact, imbalanced personality 
can cause depression.  
Freud uses the term defense mechanism to refer to the unconsciousness of 
an individual in dealing with anxiety; the mechanism protects the person from 
external threats or there are impulses from internal anxiety that distort reality in 
many ways (Hilgard, et al., 1975:442). The first ego defense mechanism found in 
the novel Adultery by Paulo Coelho is repression. Repression is the foundation of 
all ego defense mechanisms. Repression is an effort to avoid anxiety by pushing 
the threatening memory, from the consciousness and back into the 
unconsciousness. Repression is sometimes called motivated forgetting. 
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However, there are two different processes in avoiding anxiety: 
consciously and unconsciously. Repression works unconsciously, whereas the 
other that works consciously is called suppression. Repression can be detrimental 
to someone’s personality development. On the contrary, suppression can be 
controlled because the individual does it with full consciousness. Nevertheless, 
the repressed memory can reappear through dreams or slip of tongue (Pekker, 
2013).  
Burton (2012) states that it is difficult to differentiate repression from 
denial. He explains that repression relates to internal or mental stimuli, whereas 
denial relates to external stimuli. However, denial and repression often work 
together and may be difficult to disentangle from each other. Burton explains 
further about repression as seen below. 
“Although repressed material is unconscious, it is no less present 
and can (and usually does) resurface in strange and disturbing 
forms. The inability to process and come to terms with repressed 
material can lead to a lack of insight and understanding—as, for 
example, in the case of the person who thinks that his abusive 
father is a gentle and loving man. But it can also lead to a range of 
psychological problems such as difficulty concentrating, irritability, 
anxiety, insomnia, nightmares, and depression, and to maladaptive 
and destructive patterns of behaviour such as anger and aggression 
in the face of reminders (such as Tumbling Woman) of the 
repressed material.” 
 
Simon (2008) states that denial is commonly found in neurotic people 
and denial is for “impression-management, manipulation, and responsibility-
avoidance”. If people are in denial, they do one of these: 1) Refuse to 
acknowledge a stressful problem or situation, 2) Avoid facing the facts of the 
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situation, and 3) Minimize the consequences of the situation. Three points above 
are found in Linda’s behavior as her ego defense mechanism, which is denial.  
Linda as a beautiful woman, a successful journalist, married to a loving 
husband, and having three children, certainly has an image to keep. Wearing a 
mask is what she has been trying to do in the novel Adultery. Linda as the main 
character in Adultery has to deal with her anxiety related to her boredom in 
marriage and the extramarital affair she has with Jacob König as her ex-boyfriend 
during high school. Since her interview with Jacob, Linda’s life has turned upside 
down. If used properly, denial can give advantage in daily life, but it also has 
negative effect to personality development. 
Freud finds that childhood experience is not always realized by the 
individual’s conscious mind (Minderop, 2016:10). Linda notices there is 
something wrong with her during childhood, but she only realizes it after the 
flashback of the childhood memory. When Linda is 8 years old, she believes she 
is better than anybody else is. She is arrogant and ostentatious. Driven by her id, 
she loves wearing branded clothes and riding luxurious car. In the end, she has no 
friends and becomes lonely. This loneliness has later grown and shaped Linda’s 
personality, which can be seen below. 
It was a spring morning. I was sitting in a corner of the playground 
that was usually deserted and studying the tiles on the school wall. 
I knew there was something wrong with me. 
The other children all thought I acted “better than them,” and I 
never made any attempt to deny this. On the contrary, I made my 
mother keep buying me expensive clothes and taking me to school 
in her pricey foreign car.  
But that day in the playground, I realized that I was alone, and 
might remain alone for the rest of my life. Even though I was only 
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eight years old, it seemed like it was already too late to change and 
to prove to the other children that I was just like them. 
 (Coelho, 2014:61) 
During high school, many boys chase Linda because she is pretty but she 
rejects them all. Most girls are jealous of Linda but they try to get close to her so 
they might choose the rejected boys. Linda is lonely. Although all boys at her 
school fall in love with her and all girls envy her; they are not the proper attention 
she needs the most. They are not sincere friends to her, because both boys and 
girls approach Linda because they want something from her. It can be seen from 
the quotation below. 
Now, summer. 
I was at secondary school, and the boys were always hitting on me, 
no matter how hard I tried to fend them off. The other girls were 
green with envy, but pretended not to be and were always hanging 
around and cozying up to me, hoping to pick up any rejects.  
And I rejected almost everyone, because I knew that if anyone ever 
managed to enter my world they would find nothing of interest.  
It was best to maintain an air of mystery with a hint of unattainable 
pleasures. 
 (Coelho, 2014:61) 
Linda is feeling neither sad nor happy when she sees poisonous 
mushrooms, but she does consider eating them to get her parents’ attention. 
Although she cancels eating the mushrooms, the thought of harming herself to get 
her parents’ attention is enough to prove her loneliness. She does not get the love 
she wanted which is what id seeks: pleasure. Although her parents are able to buy 
her expensive things, money is not the cause of her loneliness. Linda’s teenage 
passes with lack of love and friends, as seen below. 
On my way home, I noticed a few mushrooms that had sprung up 
after the rain. They were perfect and intact because everyone knew 
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they were poisonous. For a fraction of a second, I considered eating 
them. I wasn’t feeling particularly sad or particularly happy. I just 
wanted to get my parents’ attention. 
I didn’t eat the mushrooms. 
 (Coelho, 2014:61) 
After Linda has married, she gets her career easily. She never fights for 
anything. Linda’s husband and three adorable children love her, but this love 
cannot make her happy. After ten years of marriage, Linda feels bored and sad. 
She suppresses her emotion, keeps her sadness alone, and denies everything she 
feels. She cannot sleep at night. She is sick and tired of having sex with her 
husband, even though she keeps doing it to prevent him cheating on her. Linda 
lives her life by wearing a mask. She cries in the bathroom and if someone asks 
her if she were okay, she will answer she is fine. Repression and denial are found 
in Linda from the sentence, “I mean, what’s wrong with routine and boredom? To 
be honest, nothing at all,” (Coelho, 2014:4), followed by the next sentence that 
makes her anxious. Repression and denial can be seen below. 
Since I married, though, time has stopped.  
Until, that is, I came across that horrible writer and his answer to 
my question. I mean, what’s wrong with routine and boredom?  
To be honest, nothing at all. It’s just... it’s just the secret fear that 
everything could change from one moment to the next, catching me 
completely unawares. 
 (Coelho, 2014:4) 
Linda cannot enjoy her life because she spends her nights mostly to think 
about the fear. She is anxious if she has wasted her life only to live in boredom. 
She wants a change. She cannot find any pleasure in her life anymore. She 
believes that her age now is the best year to live a happy life, but she cannot stop 
her mind thinking about the change, which can be seen below. 
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When night comes and no one is watching, I feel afraid of 
everything: life, death, love, or the lack of it; the fact that novelties 
quickly become habits; the feeling that I’m wasting the best years 
of my life in a pattern that will be repeated over and over until I 
die; and sheer panic at facing the unknown, however exciting and 
adventurous that might be. 
 (Coelho, 2014:6) 
Linda tries to forget her fears by watching TV but then she is afraid if her 
husband wakes up. She does not want her husband to notice her change. When 
Linda says, “...Because then I would have to say that everything’s fine...” 
(Coelho, 2014:6), it shows her denial. She feels uncomfortable to lie, but she also 
cannot tell her husband the truth. Stated by Simon (2008), manipulation is one of 
denial form, as seen below. 
I watch soap or a movie and for a few minutes or hours I forget 
everything. I’m terrified my husband might wake up and ask: 
“What’s wrong, babe?” Because then I would have to say that 
everything’s fine. It would be even worse if—as happened a few 
times last month—he put his hand on my thigh, slid it slowly 
upward and started caressing me. I can fake orgasm—I often 
have—but I can’t just decide to get wet with excitement.  
 (Coelho, 2014:6) 
It is hard for Linda to stay romantic after ten years of marriage. Every time 
she makes love with her husband, she does not enjoy it. By faking an orgasm, she 
realizes that she feels much more disappointed. Whitbourne (2012) states based 
on Julia Omarzu and colleagues’ report that there are eight reasons people cheat 
on their partners. They are: 1) lack of sexual satisfaction in primary relationship, 
2) desire for additional sexual encounters, 3) lack of emotional satisfaction in 
primary relationship, 4) wanting emotional validation from someone else, 5) 
falling out of love with partner, 6) falling in love with someone new, 7) wanting 
to seek revenge, and 8) curious and want a new experience.  
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Whitbourne (2012) states based on Julia Omarzu and colleagues’ study, 
that lack of sexual satisfaction in primary relationship is the most common reason 
to cheat. Linda is not satisfied in her sexual relationship with her husband as 
clearly depicted below. 
Keeping the same fire burning after ten years of marriage seems a 
complete impossibility to me. And each time I fake an orgasm, I 
die a little inside. A little? I think I’m dying more quickly than I 
thought. 
 (Coelho, 2014:7) 
Despite her anxiety, Linda says her family is an example of happiness in 
her country, but she occasionally cries while hiding in a bathroom. She does not 
want any member of her family to ask her whether she is all right or not. The 
sentences, “…Yes, why shouldn’t I be? Is there anything wrong with my life? No, 
nothing…” (Coelho, 2014:13), show Linda is in denial about her sadness. 
Followed by the next sentences, “…Only the nights that fill me with dread. The 
days I can’t get excited about…” (Coelho, 2014:13), which show how deep her 
sadness is and she hides it, which can be seen below. 
We are an example of happiness to the rest of the street, the city, 
the canton—or what you might call the state—of the entire country. 
And then suddenly, for no reason, I get into the shower and burst 
into tears. I can cry there because no one can hear my sobs or ask 
me the question I hate the most: “Are you all right?” 
Yes, why shouldn’t I be? Is there anything wrong with my life?  
No, nothing.  
Only the nights that fill me with dread.  
The days I can’t get excited about.  
The happy images from the past and the things that could have 
been but weren’t.  
The desire for adventure never fulfilled. 
 (Coelho, 2014:13) 
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Social life demands people to behave in acceptable manners, even if they 
have to pretend and hide their feelings. When Linda says, “…We don’t show our 
feelings because people might think we’re vulnerable and take advantage of us…” 
(Coelho, 2014:46), it indicates the lies that have been spreading by everyone 
around her. She refuses to face her problem and chooses to sleep. The sentence, 
“…Sleep is the best remedy…” (Coelho, 2014:46), is a form of denial because 
sleep will not solve anything, but it can help Linda running away from everything. 
At least for a while she can rest her body and mind, so the next day she will be 
ready to pretend again. It can be seen below. 
After a certain age, we put on a mask of confidence and certainty. 
In time, that mask gets stuck to our face and we can’t remove it.  
As children, we learn that if we cry we’ll receive affection, that if 
we show we’re sad, we’ll be consoled. If we can’t get what we 
want with a smile, then we can surely do so with our tears.  
But we no longer cry, except in the bathroom when no one is 
listening. Nor do we smile at anyone other than our children. We 
don’t show our feelings because people might think we’re 
vulnerable and take advantage of us. 
Sleep is the best remedy. 
 (Coelho, 2014:46) 
Linda feels guilty for having a perfect husband, who dedicates his life to 
their family. The sentence, “…It would be a dream if it weren’t a nightmare…” 
(Coelho, 2014:15), means the perfection of her husband gives Linda a burden. It is 
because every woman dreams about having such a perfect husband like Linda’s 
husband, but to her, this dream can be a nightmare. The clause, “…Because I have 
to reciprocate…” (Coelho, 2014:15), indicates her unwillingness to give back her 
husband’s love and caring. She just wants to take but not to give. Married couples 
normally love each other unconditionally (by take and give) but to Linda it is a 
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sacrifice because her husband is too perfect. If her husband gives 10 points, Linda 
has to give 10 points as well. The act of giving the same amounts of love burdens 
Linda and this is what she means by saying ‘reciprocate’, which can be seen 
below. 
Isn’t this absurd? Can it be that of all the men in the world, I have 
married the only one who is absolutely perfect? He doesn’t drink or 
go out at night, and he never spends a day alone with his friends. 
The family is his entire life.  
It would be a dream if it weren’t a nightmare. Because I have to 
reciprocate. 
 (Coelho, 2014:15) 
Linda is burdened by the emptiness inside herself, but she cannot fully 
understand the causes. She cannot enjoy her daily activity, but she keeps smiling 
in order to hide her feelings. Actually, Linda is tired of pretending to be happy, 
but she has to put her mask on. When she says, “… I’m the last person in the 
world to admit that I need help…” (Coelho, 2014:21), it shows she is in denial 
that she needs help desperately. It is seen below. 
In every minute and gesture I feel a weight I can’t identify, like an 
animal who can’t quite understand how it got caught in the trap. 
My food has no taste. My smile, on the other hand, grows even 
wider so that no one will suspect, and I swallow my desire to cry. 
The light outside seems gray. 
Yesterday’s conversation did no good at all; I’m starting to think 
that I’m headed out of the indignant phase and straight into apathy. 
And does no one notice? 
Of course not. After all, I’m the last person in the world to admit 
that I need help. 
 (Coelho, 2014:21) 
 
When Linda is bored with her life, suddenly she meets Jacob König, her 
former boyfriend in high school. Linda as a journalist gets a job to interview him. 
Somehow, Jacob senses sadness in Linda and he feels he is in the same boat with 
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her related to each marriage life. He seduces her and she falls to his trap. Linda 
wants to do something amazing, which is different from her daily life, and she 
believes it will make her happier. She is afraid of being caught, even though she 
says she feels no remorse, and this is a form repression and denial. The fact that 
Linda has married and Jacob has a wife is repressed and denied by her. She is 
involved in an adultery act with Jacob. As stated by Whitbourne (2012), another 
reason of people to have an affair is that they are curious and want a new 
experience. It can be seen below. 
He goes over the door, locks it, then comes back and kisses me. I 
return his kiss, because it’s been a long time. Jacob, whom I may 
have once loved, is now a family man, married to a professor. And 
I am a family woman, married to a man who, though he inherited 
his wealth, is extremely hardworking.  
I consider pushing him away and saying that we’re not kids 
anymore, but I’m enjoying it. Not only did I discover a new 
Japanese restaurant, I’m having a bit of illicit fun as well. I’ve 
managed to break the rules and the world hasn’t caved in on me. I 
haven’t felt this happy in a long time. 
I feel better and better, braver, freer. Then I do something I’ve 
dreamed of doing since I was in school.  
Kneeling down, I unzip his fly and wrap my mouth around his 
penis. He grabs my hair and controls the rhythm of my head. He 
comes in less than a minute.  
“God, that was good.” 
I say nothing. The fact is that it was far better for me than for him, 
since he came so quickly. 
 (Coelho, 2014:25) 
Jacob kisses Linda and she returns his kiss, which indicates the repressed 
sexual desire Linda has for a long time in her marriage. Linda knows Jacob has 
married and Linda herself has married too, but she admitted she enjoyed the kiss, 
regardless each individual’s marital status. Her id finally gets what it needs: 
pleasure. When Linda says, “…I consider pushing him away and saying that 
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we’re not kids anymore, but I’m enjoying it…” (Coelho, 2014:25), this sentence 
indicates Linda is in denial. She avoids facing the fact that each of them is married 
and what they do is immoral. After Linda and Jacob kiss, she gives him oral sex. 
It is the first time Linda does it, so when Jacob ‘come’ quickly, Linda feels 
relieved. She is happy because she can give Jacob such pleasure and satisfaction.   
Despite the pleasure Linda gets after giving oral sex to Jacob, she is afraid 
of being caught by her work colleagues. Superego relates to guilt and what Linda 
did with Jacob is immoral. When Linda mentions about the women, she knows 
women have instinct to detect any unusual behavior or circumstances. Before 
Jacob locks the door, the interview has been interrupted by Jacob’s assistant, so 
someone knows there is Linda in Jacob’s office. After the assistant goes out, 
Jacob locks the door with a female reporter inside; within several minutes Linda 
walks out and buys a toothbrush and toothpaste; in every half an hour she goes to 
the toilet to check her face or shirt; these are suspicious enough to women for 
gossiping a scandal. It can be seen below. 
Sin is followed by a fear of being caught. 
On the way to the office, I buy a toothbrush and some toothpaste. 
Every half an hour or so, I go to the toilet to check that there’s 
nothing on my face or on my Versace shirt, intricately embroidered 
and perfect for hiding stains. I observe my work colleagues out of 
the corner of my eye, but no one has noticed (or at least none of the 
women, who have a special radar for these things). 
 (Coelho, 2014:27) 
Linda’s children notice strange behavior in her after she arrived at home. 
She wants to explain but she cannot. She realizes what she did with Jacob is 
wrong. She does not feel guilty at all to herself because she did that voluntarily. 
She just feels afraid of being caught, that can affect her marriage. Linda is in 
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denial when she says, “…I feel like saying: Yes, I did something I shouldn’t have 
done and yet I don’t feel the tiniest bit guilty, just afraid of being found out…” 
(Coelho, 2014:27), which is seen below. 
When I get home, I try to look neither happy nor sad. The children 
notice at once.  
“You’re acting funny today, Mom.” 
I feel like saying: Yes, I did something I shouldn’t have done and 
yet I don’t feel the tiniest bit guilty, just afraid of being found out. 
 (Coelho, 2014:27) 
Linda is in denial when she thinks what she did to Jacob is simply because 
she is having marriage crisis. She avoids facing fact that she cheats on her 
husband. She minimizes the consequences of her affair with Jacob by saying that 
the marriage crisis will pass. She believes it is impossible for anyone to be happy 
all the time and this is a form of denial. It can be seen from the quotation below. 
I collapse onto the bed, close my eyes, and, before I fall asleep, 
think: I must be having the kind of crisis that comes after ten years 
of marriage. It’ll pass. 
Not everyone needs to feel happy all the time. Besides, no one can 
be happy all the time. I need to learn to deal with the reality of life.  
 (Coelho, 2014:29) 
As stated by Whitbourne (2012), lack of sexual satisfaction in primary 
relationship is the most common reason cited by individuals in the Omarzu study. 
Linda realizes Jacob only uses her, but Linda says ‘yes’ when Jacob wants to meet 
her again. When she says, “…Perhaps going to bed with someone who just 
touched my breasts when we were teenagers will be good for my marriage, as it 
was yesterday, when I gave him oral sex in the morning and had multiple orgasms 
with my husband later that night…” (Coelho, 2014:35), Linda seems to lack of 
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sexual satisfaction in her primary relationship. Driven by her id, Linda believes 
her next meeting with Jacob may help saving her marriage, which is seen below. 
The red lights in my mind start to flash.  
I tell myself: You’re a fool, he just wants to get you into bed. He 
doesn’t even care about your happiness.  
Then, in an almost suicidal gesture, I say yes. Perhaps going to bed 
with someone who just touched my breasts when we were 
teenagers will be good for my marriage, as it was yesterday, when I 
gave him oral sex in the morning and had multiple orgasms with 
my husband later that night. 
 (Coelho, 2014:35) 
In her third meeting with Jacob, Linda gets the information for her boss 
about the blackmail. Unfortunately, the blackmail is not related to the government 
fund, but more about Jacob’s adultery scandal. Despite knowing the fact that 
Jacob had adultery once, Linda does not care. She kisses Jacob and then they go 
back to their different lives. Linda believes no one sees them kissing. She believes 
a kiss will not ruin anyone’s marriage. Her refusal to acknowledge the 
consequence of her action is a form of repression and denial, which depicted 
below.  
No one saw us—we’re not in a restaurant. Our marriages are safe. 
I consider apologizing, but know it’s not necessary. After all, it 
was only a kiss. 
 (Coelho, 2014:52) 
Linda envies Jacob because he can talk to his wife about his problems, 
whereas Linda’s cannot do the same to her husband. Unlike Linda, there is no 
fatal risk in Jacob’s marriage if his wife knows the affair he has with Linda. The 
children are the ones who will bear Linda’s mistakes if someday her husband 
knows about it. The kiss and oral sex with Jacob however satisfying for Linda, 
they still make her anxious.  
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Based on Omarzu study that stated by Whitbourne (2012), for sexual 
reasons, there is a positive effect, which is the participants feel more energetic 
about life and emotionally open. On the negative side, the participants feel guilty, 
shameful, disappointed, anxious over being caught, fear of abandonment by the 
affair partner, jealousy, and depression. She says, “…This room is suffocating 
me…” (Coelho, 2014:55), means it is not the room that suffocating her, but her 
secret she keeps inside her mind. Her affair with Jacob and the guilt about it begin 
to burden her because she cannot tell her husband, as seen below. 
This room is suffocating me. My perfect husband is asleep beside 
me; he doesn’t seem to have heard the wind rattling the windows. I 
imagine Jacob lying beside his wife and telling her everything he 
feels (although I’m sure he won’t say anything about me). He’s 
relieved to have someone who can help him when he feels most 
alone. I don’t really believe what he said about her—if it were true, 
they would have separated. After all, they don’t have any children 
to worry about! 
 (Coelho, 2014:55) 
Linda feels burdened by her marriage and children. When she says, “…If I 
hadn’t meet him, I’d be a free woman now…” (Coelho, 2014:81), it indicates her 
desire to be free of all responsibility in marriage. The word ‘him’ refers to her 
husband. If she were a free woman, she would be free to love Jacob without any 
guilt towards her husband and children. Linda is falling in love with Jacob but she 
cannot leave her husband and especially her children. She is a mother after all and 
she loves her children deeply when she says, “…Why do I have to have such 
wonderful children?” (Coelho, 2014:81). Her husband may understand if she 
cheats on him, but she cannot hurt and abandon her children. Unfortunately, she 
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also cannot stop thinking about Jacob and regretting her married status. It is 
depicted below. 
Why do I have to have such wonderful children? Why did I have to 
meet my husband and fall in love? If I hadn’t met him, I’d be a free 
woman now.  
I’m mad. I should run straight to the nearest mental hospital, 
because there are not the kinds of things one should think. But I 
continue to think them. 
 (Coelho, 2014:81) 
Linda decides to tell her husband about her psychological problem when 
they go together for dinner at a restaurant. When Linda’s husband asks her why 
she just tells her feelings now, she says, “…Because it’s only now that things have 
become unbearable…” (Coelho, 2014:68), Linda notices something is wrong but 
she cannot identify it by herself. There is a denial when she says, “…I come from 
a normal family, I had a normal upbringing, I lead a normal life...” (Coelho, 
2014:68). She says everything is normal, but in the end she wonders there is 
something wrong with her. The term ‘normal’ is relative. She avoids the fact that 
she is not that normal, which can be seen below. 
Because it’s only now that things have become unbearable. I was 
thinking today about my childhood and teenage years. Does the 
root of all this lie there? I don’t think so, not unless my mind has 
been lying to me all these years, which I think is unlikely. I come 
from a normal family, I had a normal upbringing, I lead a normal 
life. What’s wrong with me?  
 (Coelho, 2014:68) 
Linda calls Jacob to ask when they can meet again. She lies to him about 
the reason of their next meeting. When he asks her if she is all right, she says she 
is fine. She lies because all she wants is to meet him once again. She does not 
want him to suspect anything. Linda has found a purpose to make her life more 
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exciting and challenging. Driven by her id, Linda wants to have Jacob completely, 
as depicted below. 
“Are you feeling all right?” 
Yes, I say, and hung up, but only after asking him to send me a text 
confirming where and when we should meet tomorrow.  
I feel fine. 
Why wouldn’t I? I finally have something to fill my boring life. 
And my sleepless nights will no longer be full of crazy thoughts: 
now I know what I want. I have an enemy to destroy and a goal to 
achieve. 
A man. 
 (Coelho, 2014:89) 
 
Linda feels jealous over Marianne—Jacob’s wife—because Marianne has 
what Linda wants: Jacob. Then Linda wants to ruin their marriage by planting 
drugs to trap Marianne. Linda tries to rationalize all the reasons behind her action, 
but actually she does it because she is jealous. To have Jacob, Linda ignores 
morality and law. She wants to be admitted as a better woman than Jacob’s wife 
was. In the end, Linda cancels her evil plan even though she has already been 
halfway there. It can be seen below. 
We are incomprehensible animals. But why do this to Marianne, 
when all she did was snub me at a party? Why come up with a plan 
and take the risk of buying drugs and planting them in her desk? 
Because she’s attained what I cannot: Jacob’s love and attention. 
Is that a good enough answer? If it were, 99,9 percent of people 
would be conspiring to destroy one another right now.  
Maybe it’s because I am tired of complaining. Because these 
sleepless nights are driving me mad. Because I feel comfortable in 
my madness. Because I won’t get caught. Because I want to stop 
obsessing about this. Because I am seriously ill.   
 (Coelho, 2014:131) 
Finally, Linda and Jacob have sex in a hotel, but Jacob acts as if he does 
not want to be caught for the second time. He had an affair before and now he 
wants to take precaution. During the intercourse, Linda felt no pleasure because 
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Jacob treated her like a prostitute. According to Omarzu report, the adulterers 
were not disappointed with themselves but more with their partners because their 
partners cannot make them satisfied. It also includes “…the fact that the affair 
didn’t bring them as much satisfaction as they thought it would.” (Whitbourne, 
2012). When Linda says: “…I silently insult him and hate him, but I disguise it 
with a smile…” (Coelho, 2014:165), it indicates her denial to herself. She wants 
to be treated properly, but she cannot tell him. It is clearly depicted below. 
“We can’t leave any smell.” 
His words are a brutal return to reality. Apparently, it’s not his first 
time. That explains the condom and the particulars that make sure 
everything stays as it was before we entered the room. I silently 
insult him and hate him, but I disguise it with a smile and ask if he 
has any tips for eliminating odors. 
 (Coelho, 2014:165)  
Linda admits the way Jacob treated her is disgusting because she wants to 
impress him. She is in denial because even though she is disappointed, she 
believes it is realistic. She refuses to accept the fact that Jacob only uses her like a 
prostitute. She even wants to do it again, no matter how he treats her, as long as 
she can have him. It is clearly depicted below. 
I feel disgusted. I waited so long to act like a tigress and ended up 
being used like a mare. But that’s life; reality never comes close to 
our teenage romantic fantasies. 
Perfect, I’ll do that. 
 (Coelho, 2014:166) 
Stated by Whitbourne (2012), falling out of love of someone’s partner is 
one other reason to cheat in marriage. Linda says she never stops loving her 
husband, but she also says she wants to fall in love with him again. It is a form of 
denial because it means that Linda has already lost her love to her husband. Her 
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marriage can end anytime if her husband knows about her extramarital affair with 
Jacob. She knows she has no future with Jacob and she has betrayed her husband, 
but she does not want to lose both of them. It is depicted below. 
I want to fall in love with him again. I never stopped loving him—
I’ve always loved him and always will—but our life together is 
verging on monotony. Love can withstand this, but for lust, it’s 
fatal. 
I am going through an extremely tough time. I know my 
relationship with Jacob has no future and I’ve turned my back on 
the man with whom I’ve built a life.  
Whoever says “love is enough” is lying. It isn’t and it never has 
been. 
 (Coelho, 2014:186) 
In the end, Linda realizes that her husband’s love is bigger than her 
mistake to him. Therefore, Linda wants to end her affair with Jacob. She comes to 
Jacob’s office and they make love for the last time. She dares take the risks of 
being caught and she does not care about the way he treats her like an animal. 
When she says: “…I needed more and more and more…” (Coelho, 2014:224), it 
means she wants to let go of her sexual desire that moment for the last time. It can 
be seen below. 
Then I called his name, telling him I wanted him inside me and to 
do anything he wanted. He penetrated me, grabbed me by the 
shoulders, and shook me like a savage. He pushed my legs up so he 
could go deeper. The pace increased, but I ordered him not to come 
yet. I needed more and more and more. 
 (Coelho, 2014:224) 
After her sexual desire is fulfilled, Linda says to Jacob that she needs to 
end their adultery. Despite how much she enjoys their sexual relationship, she 
knows she has to let it go. She does not want to continue the affair. She also gives 
him the drugs she wanted to use to trap Marianne. Linda realizes her adultery with 
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Jacob is no longer giving her the happiness she is looking for. It is depicted 
below. 
He begins to realize that I’m not just there because he is an 
amazing lover. 
“What do you want?” 
Closure. As much as that breaks my heart and leaves me 
emotionally in shambles, I need to end it. To look in your eyes and 
say it’s over. Never again. 
 (Coelho, 2014:224) 
Despite the extramarital affair Linda has with Jacob, she knows her 
husband also notices it somehow. She says her husband will never leave her and 
by knowing it her burden is light. It is her husband’s unconditional love that 
changes Linda. She cannot put any more pain to her husband, which can be seen 
below. 
But there came a moment when I understood that I had reached the 
limits of despair and couldn’t go any deeper, and when I looked up 
there was a single outstretched hand: my husband’s. 
He must have known, too, but his love was stronger. I tried to be 
honest and tell him everything to lift that weight of my shoulders, 
but I didn’t need to. He made me see that regardless of the choices 
I made in life, he would always be by my side and so my burden 
was light.  
 (Coelho, 2014:226) 
People think that adultery ruins marriage whereas there is no guarantee it 
will end that way. The proof is Linda and her husband can get closer than before. 
Their marriage is getting better. Linda’s husband has known about the adultery 
and forgiven Linda. They are going on vacation to build a stronger bond.  
Linda tries paragliding, but after doing it, she cannot stop crying. Her 
husband thinks she cries because she is scared of height after paragliding, but 
actually Linda cries because of the freedom she feels. She is relieved from the 
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guilt of having an extramarital affair, but she does not tell her husband about it. 
She just asks him to leave her alone for a while so she can cry without hesitation, 
which can be seen below. 
But I have no choice. The only thing I can do is ask my husband to 
leave me alone for a while. He asks if we should go back to the 
hotel because it’s cold. No, I’m fine right here. 
I sit there for half an hour, crying. Tears of bliss that wash away my 
soul. Finally, I realize that it is time to return to the world for good. 
 (Coelho, 2014:248) 
After Linda cries, she finally comes to the point where her husband and 
she do not need to explain everything. When she says: “…The world is perfect…” 
(Coelho, 2014:249), it means everything works as she expects it. She has no need 
to worry anymore about the past and the future, even though she says nothing to 
her husband. It is stated below. 
He doesn’t need to explain what he said yesterday. I don’t need to 
explain what I felt today. 
The world is perfect. 
 (Coelho, 2014:249) 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
 
 After analyzing Paulo Coelho’s Adultery, especially the imbalanced 
personality and ego defense mechanisms found in Linda, the researcher drew 
conclusion related to the objective of the research. 
The personality problems in Linda begin since she was eight years old. 
Linda was a lonely, ostentatious, and proud girl. She lacked of love and attention 
from her parents when she was young. Her parents were rich; therefore she could 
get anything she wanted easily. Once, Linda considered eating poisonous 
mushroom simply to get her parents’ attention, even though she canceled her plan. 
After she got married, she gets a job easily because of her husband’s connection. 
Therefore, her life is less challenging and it bores her.  
 At the first time, Linda’s id dominates her personality. It is marked by her 
adultery with Jacob König, who was her former boyfriend. From the kiss to oral 
sex and ends with intercourse, her sexual relationship with Jacob gets more 
intense even though each of them has married. Linda even wants to ruin Jacob’s 
marriage by calumniate Marianne, Jacob’s wife. Linda tries to put drugs on 
Marianne’s desk in Marianne’s office. This is the domination of id because 
Linda’s act is immoral and tends to break the law. Linda’s action can destroy 
Marianne’s career. 
After Linda canceled her plan to ruin Marianne’s career, she goes to meet 
Jacob and make love for the last time. Linda expresses all of her sexual desire to 
Jacob in his office and ends their relationship soon after. Linda knows she is just
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being used by Jacob and he will never leave his wife, Marianne. His career as a 
politician will be ruined if press knows about his adultery because he had the 
similar case before. Meanwhile, Linda cannot leave her children if she chooses to 
chase after Jacob. She has to leave Jacob because she has no choice. She can lose 
both Jacob and her family if she continues cheating on her husband.  
 Although at first Linda’s id dominates her ego, in the end her superego 
dominates her ego. The imbalanced of her personality only happens for a while 
and eventually she gets back to normal state as soon as she leaves Jacob. The 
domination of her superego is also marked by her anxiety when she deals with her 
boredom and loneliness. She is a journalist and she wants a challenge in her life, 
but she is restricted by her marriage and family. As she also a person who has a 
need to impress others, she does not want to ruin her image. Therefore, she has no 
choice but to get back to her family to save her life and her children. She knows 
her immoral action can affect her children’s future as well.  
The forms of repression and denial in Linda’s personality appear together. 
They cannot be separated because both of them affect each other. Her repressed 
sexual desire appears because Linda is in denial about her sexual life in her 
marriage. She cannot admit to her husband that she is not sexually satisfied. She is 
afraid if she tells her husband about it he may lose interest and find a mistress. If 
she loses her husband, her children will lose a father too. Linda’s children are still 
young to understand adult’s problems. Therefore, she refuses to acknowledge that 
she is unhappy. 
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When Linda has an affair with Jacob, the fact that both has married is 
repressed and denied. At the first time, Linda believes Jacob also loves her and 
will fight for their love as much as Linda will. Although Jacob treats Linda like a 
prostitute when they make love, she believes that sexual activity in adult is not 
like in teenage, which is without romance. These above are the proofs that Linda 
is in denial, accompanied with many feelings and thoughts of hers that being 
repressed.  
Based on the findings above, infidelity in marriage clearly does not occur 
without any specific reason. It can also happen regardless the gender, which 
means either the husband or the wife has the same possibility to cheat on their 
partners. An extramarital affair may bring relative pleasure for a while, but the 
price is far more expensive in a long term like divorce and broken home, which 
can cause trauma to the partners and children. Many people believe that adultery 
ruin marriage, whereas in Adultery novel by Paulo Coelho (2014) proves the 
opposite. In the end, adultery can strengthen the bond of marriage if the couples 
understand each other’s flaws.  
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APPENDIX I 
 Summary of Adultery Novel 
 
 
 Linda, age 30s, is a woman who will make everyone jealous. She has a 
loving, rich, and successful husband, blessed with three children. Apart from her 
husband’s success, Linda herself is a beautiful senior journalist. She lives in 
Geneva, Switzerland (one of the most expensive cities in the world) with her 
family. Unfortunately, all of those above has not yet made Linda happy. It is 
normal for a journalist to love a challenge and she realized that after ten years of 
marriage, she is bored. Linda often fakes orgasm simply because she does not 
want her husband to find another woman or to notice that she is no longer happy. 
Day after day, she represses her feelings that lead her into depression.  
In Switzerland, the president changes every year. Before the election, 
Linda’s bos asked her to interview one of the candidate, Jacob König, who was 
also Linda’sex-boyfriend during high school. During the interview, Linda thought 
Jacob has changed. Linda believed Jacob must keep his professional image as a 
senator, even though there was a rumor about Jacob getting blackmailed for 
adultery before. After the interview was over, Jacob closed and locked the door in 
his office. He started to flirt Linda and kissed her, even though he has married to a 
professor and realized that Linda has married too. Linda was surprised that Jacob 
still remembered their romance. Linda gave him oral sex without thinking the 
risks to their jobs. Instead of feeling guilty, Linda finally felt the freedom and 
Jacob said they should meet again someday.  
As arranged before, Linda met Jacob in Parc des Eaux-Vives. They were 
sitting on the grass and eating sandwhices. At first, Linda started to ask Jacob 
about the blackmail he received. Then Jacob talked deeper about his feeling 
related to his life, both his marriage and his profession. In the end, Linda was 
relieved that she was not the only person who felt the same boredom. She kissed 
Jacob and he enjoyed it. Linda was not in fear that they might get caught and both 
of their marriages would be ruined. After the kiss, they continued talking until the 
time forced them to go back to each other’s houses.  
On Sunday afternoon, Linda came to the party where the vote 
announcement was held. Jacob König got the third place, so he had the chance to 
be the president. Instead of getting the chance to meet Jacob, his wife approached 
Linda and introduced herself as Marriane König or she preferred to be called as 
Mme König. Marriane is an elegant woman, blonde haired, and smart. Mme 
Könignoticed the affair of her husband and Linda. She sarcastically told Linda 
that there was a woman few days ago whom her husband met and they were 
kissing. Linda tried to look calm, even though she realizedwhom Mme König 
talked about. Deep in her heart, Linda knew that it will be hard to win Jacob’s 
heart over Marriane and Linda’s life would be ruined.  
On Monday, Linda tried to call Jacob with her number, but he did not 
answer. After she used a different number, Jacob answered the call. Linda said 
that there was someone blackmailing her for her photograph while she kissed 
Jacob in the park. Hearing this, Jacob agreed to meet her. Linda arrived earlier in 
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the restaurant of the Golf Club de Genève in Cologny where she would meet 
Jacob. She preparedher appearance and every topic to spend the time with him. 
When he finally arrived, she tried to flirt Jacob. Instead of getting what she 
desired, Jacob thought Linda was disturbed. Jacob even suggested her to seek a 
marriage counselor. Linda was shocked to hear his ignorant answer, so she went 
out from the restaurant without saying anything to him. Her heart was broken and 
she wanted to take revenge against both Jacob and Mme König.  
Blinded by her unrequited love to Jacob, Linda planed to set a trap for 
Mme König. Linda bought thirty grams of cocaine which costed her five 
thousands Swiss francs. Meanwhile, Linda’s children started to notice her change 
but they did not dare to ask. Her husband still believed that Linda was depressed 
and he wanted to take her on a vacation without their children. He believed that 
Linda has changed because of him being a workaholic. Unfortunately, Linda’s 
mind was distracted by her plan for revenge. Therefore, she went to Marriane’s 
office to put the cocaine in her desk. When Linda arrived there, she began to ask 
herself whether her action was necessary or not. In the end, Linda canceled her 
plan and went home.  
Linda began to believe that she might have depression, so she went to 
three psychiatrists. Each of them gave different diagnoses, yet Linda still did not 
get the answer she needed. Finally, she met a shaman man and from him, Linda 
got a better result. The shaman was a wise man and he noticed Linda was lying 
about her intention to meet him. Linda told him a glimpse of the problems she 
dealt with and the shaman said she should let it all flow. When the time came, 
everything she worried about would get in its place by itself. Linda tried to apply 
the shaman’s message and it worked. Jacob texted her, sending an invitation for 
coffee, and Linda accepted.  
At first, it was hard for Linda to believe when Jacob said he missed her. 
He admitted that since the day the met, he could not stop thinking about her. He 
said he was lonely. In that moment, Linda realized the reason she dared to have 
the affair with Jacob was merely because her loneliness. Linda knew that the love 
affair would ruin her family and career, but she did not care.  
In spring, Linda and Jacob went to a hotel where they would be freely 
have their extramarital affair. Unfortunately, Jacob treated Linda like a sex slave. 
Jacob forced her to do anal sex and she was in an extreme pain. Linda was 
disgusted. All along she imagined herself would be the tigress, but she ended up 
being a mare. She wanted to be the dominant, but she became the submissive. 
Jacob humiliated Linda, but she accepted it. The intercourse became a routine 
unnoticeably by each other’s partner. Linda felt at peace, but it did not last long. 
One night, Linda and her husband attended a party where most of the 
guests were famous figures. Jacob and Mme König were there too, but Linda tried 
to avoid them. In the end of the party, Mme König suddenly invited Linda and her 
husband to join them for dinner. Linda did not want her husband to suspect 
anything, so she accepted the invitation. During the dinner, Mme König tried to 
make Linda upset by talking about jealousy and love affair. Unable to control her 
emotion because she was drunk, Linda gave the most unexpected answer that 
indicated her affair with Jacob. The next day, Jacob texted Linda that she ruined 
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everything and Mme König now realized the affair. Linda was caught in a trap 
Mme König did not intend to set.  
Since the awful dinner with Jacob and Mme König, Linda began to feel 
anxious about her own marriage. She decided to talk honestly to her husband 
about her extramarital affair with Jacob. After a splendid dinner at home, her 
husband started to talk about dream and the consequences in fulfilling it. Linda 
never thought that her husband had noticed her change. He believed he was the 
reason behind Linda’s change. He was a workaholic and a type of a man who was 
hard to express his feelings, which made Linda lonely. He understood if the 
loneliness she felt made her want something different in their marriage. Linda had 
not yet told him about her love affair, yet he already accepted her immoral action 
with full understanding and forgiveness. Instead of asking her for a divorce, 
Linda’s husband said that he loved her deeply. He loved Linda unconditionally, 
which made him ready to let her go if she felt happy to be without him.  
The answers surprised Linda that made her burst into tears.She never 
realized after everything she did, her husband still loved her. Therefore, Linda 
wanted to end her affair with Jacob. She met Jacob in his office and released 
every lust she had. After the intercourse, Linda said that she did not want to 
continue their relationship anymore. She gave him the cocaine and told him about 
her intention to set a trap for Mme König back then. Linda left Jacob in confusion 
and walked out his office. 
As arranged before, Linda agreed to go on a vacation with her husband in 
order to fix their marriage. For the first time, Linda began to be grateful for having 
him as her husband, despite his flaws. At Christmas Eve, Linda was happy and 
enjoyed the wonderful night with her husband and her three children. She finally 
realized that marriage was not only built with love, but also with a commitment 
from both parties. She never regretted everything from that moment on. 
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APPENDIX 2 
Linda’s Personality Structure and the Forms of Her Ego Defense Mechanisms 
No. Quotation Page Personality Structure 
Ego Defense 
Mechanisms Meaning 
1 Since I married, though, time has stopped.  
Until, that is, I came across that horrible writer 
and his answer to my question. I mean, what’s 
wrong with routine and boredom?  
To be honest, nothing at all. It’s just... it’s just 
the secret fear that everything could change 
from one moment to the next, catching me 
completely unawares.  
4 
 
Superego 
 
Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda believes that time has stopped since she got 
married, because of the routine and boredom in her 
life. At first, she denies that routine and boredom 
are wrong, but then she starts to realize that 
everything can change and the change frightens her.  
2 
 
When night comes and no one is watching, I 
feel afraid of everything: life, death, love, or the 
lack of it; the fact that novelties quickly become 
habits; the feeling that I’m wasting the best 
years of my life in a pattern that will be repeated 
over and over until I die; and sheer panic at 
facing the unknown, however exciting and 
adventurous that might be. 
6 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda cannot enjoy her life because she spends her 
nights mostly to think about the fear. She believes 
that her age now is the best year to live a happy life, 
but she cannot stop her mind thinking about the 
change. 
3 I watch soap or a movie and for a few minutes 
or hours I forget everything. I’m terrified my 
husband might wake up and ask: “What’s 
wrong, babe?” Because then I would have to say 
that everything’s fine. It would be even worse 
if—as happened a few times last month—he put 
his hand on my thigh, slid it slowly upward and 
started caressing me. I can fake orgasm—I often 
have—but I can’t just decide to get wet with 
excitement.  
 
6 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda tries to forget her fears by watching TV but 
then she is afraid if her husband wakes up. She does 
not want her husband to notice her change. When 
Linda says: “...Because then I would have to say 
that everything’s fine...” shows her denial. She feels 
uncomfortable to lie, but she also cannot tell her 
husband the truth.  
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No. Quotation Page Personality Structure 
Ego Defense 
Mechanisms Meaning 
4 Keeping the same fire burning after ten years of 
marriage seems a complete impossibility to me. 
And each time I fake an orgasm, I die a little 
inside. A little? I think I’m dying more quickly 
than I thought. 
7 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
It is hard for Linda to stay romantic after ten years 
of marriage. Every time she makes love with her 
husband that she cannot enjoy it, she feels a bit 
disappointed. Then she realizes that she feels much 
more disappointed.  
5 We are an example of happiness to the rest of 
the street, the city, the canton—or what you 
might call the state—of the entire country. And 
then suddenly, for no reason, I get into the 
shower and burst into tears. I can cry there 
because no one can hear my sobs or ask me the 
question I hate the most: “Are you all right?” 
Yes, why shouldn’t I be? Is there anything 
wrong with my life?  
No, nothing.  
Only the nights that fill me with dread.  
The days I can’t get excited about.  
The happy images from the past and the things 
that could have been but weren’t.  
The desire for adventure never fulfilled.  
13 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda says her family is an example of happiness in 
her country, but she occasionally cries while hiding 
in a bathroom. She does not want any member of 
her family to ask her whether she is alright or not. 
The sentences: “Yes, why shouldn’t I be? Is there 
anything wrong with my life? No, nothing...” show 
her denial about her sadness. Followed by the next 
sentences: “Only the nights that fill me with dread. 
The days I can’t get excited about...” show how 
deep her sadness is and she hides it.  
6 
 
Isn’t this absurd? Can it be that of all the men in 
the world, I have married the only one who is 
absolutely perfect? He doesn’t drink or go out at 
night, and he never spends a day alone with his 
friends. The family is his entire life.  
It would be a dream if it weren’t a nightmare. 
Because I have to reciprocate. 
15 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda feels guilty for having a perfect husband, 
who dedicates his life to their family. The 
sentences: “It would be a dream if it weren’t a 
nightmare,” means the perfection itself gives Linda 
a burden. It is because every woman dreams about 
having such a perfect husband like Linda’s 
husband, but to her, this dream can be a nightmare.  
The clause: “Because I have to reciprocate,” 
indicates repression, the unwillingness to give, to 
pay back. Married couples normally love each other 
unconditionally, but to Linda it is a sacrifice.   
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No. Quotation Page Personality Structure 
Ego Defense 
Mechanisms Meaning 
7 
 
My friend is on antidepressants. That’s the last 
thing I want to talk about, though, because I’ve 
come to the conclusion that I’m just a step away 
from sliding into depression and I don’t want to 
accept that. 
17 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda’s friend is taking antidepressants. Linda 
wants to ask her friend about it but she does not 
want her friend to notice anything wrong in Linda. 
Somehow Linda begins to believe she is depressed 
but she denies it.  
8 
 
In every minute and gesture I feel a weight I 
can’t identify, like an animal who can’t quite 
understand how it got caught in the trap. 
My food has no taste. My smile, on the other 
hand, grows even wider so that no one will 
suspect, and I swallow my desire to cry. The 
light outside seems gray. 
Yesterday’s conversation did no good at all; I’m 
starting to think that I’m headed out of the 
indignant phase and straight into apathy. 
And does no one notice? 
Of course not. After all, I’m the last person in 
the world to admit that I need help. 
21 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda is burdened by the emptiness inside herself, 
but she cannot understand the causes. She cannot 
enjoy her daily activity, but she keeps smiling in 
order to hide her feelings. She has to do so; because 
she does not want anyone in her family knows how 
she feels that day.  
Actually, Linda is tired of pretending to be happy, 
but she has to put her mask on. She says: “… I’m 
the last person in the world to admit that I need 
help,” it indicates her denial that she needs help 
desperately. 
10 He goes over the door, locks it, then comes back 
and kisses me. I return his kiss, because it’s 
been a long time. Jacob, whom I may have once 
loved, is now a family man, married to a 
professor. And I am a family woman, married to 
a man who, though he inherited his wealth, is 
extremely hardworking.  
I consider pushing him away and saying that 
we’re not kids anymore, but I’m enjoying it. 
Not only did I discover a new Japanese 
restaurant, I’m having a bit of illicit fun as well. 
I’ve managed to break the rules and the world 
hasn’t caved in on me. I haven’t felt this happy 
25 Id Repression and 
Denial 
 
Jacob kisses Linda and she returns his kiss, which 
indicates the repressed desire Linda has for a long 
time in her marriage. Linda knows Jacob has 
married and Linda herself has married too, but she 
admits she enjoys the kiss, regardless each 
individual’s marital status. When Linda says: “I 
consider pushing him away and saying that we’re 
not kids anymore, but I’m enjoying it,” this 
sentence indicates Linda’s denial.  
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Ego Defense 
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in a long time. 
11 I feel better and better, braver, freer. Then I do 
something I’ve dreamed of doing since I was in 
school.  
Kneeling down, I unzip his fly and wrap my 
mouth around his penis. He grabs my hair and 
controls the rhythm of my head. He comes in 
less than a minute.  
“God, that was good.” 
I say nothing. The fact is that it was far better 
for me than for him, since he came so quickly. 
25 Id Repression and 
Denial 
 
After Linda and Jacob kissed, she dares give him 
oral sex. It is the first time Linda does it, so when 
Jacob comes quickly, Linda feels relieved. She is 
happy because she can give Jacob such pleasure 
and satisfaction.   
12 Sin is followed by a fear of being caught. On the 
way to the office, I buy a toothbrush and some 
toothpaste. Every half an hour or so, I go to the 
toilet to check that there’s nothing on my face or 
on my Versace shirt, intricately embroidered 
and perfect for hiding stains. I observe my work 
colleagues out of the corner of my eye, but no 
one has noticed (or at least none of the women, 
who have a special radar for these things). 
27 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Despite the pleasure Linda gets after giving oral sex 
to Jacob, she is afraid of being caught by her work 
colleagues. When Linda mentions about the 
women, she knows women have instinct to detect 
any unusual behavior or circumstances. Before 
Jacob locked the door, the interview had been 
interrupted by Jacob’s assistant, so someone knows 
there is Linda in Jacob’s office. After the assistant 
went out, Jacob locked the door with a female 
reporter inside; within several minutes, Linda 
walked out and bought a toothbrush and toothpaste; 
in every half an hour she went to the toilet to check 
her face or shirt; these are suspicious enough to 
women for gossiping a scandal. 
 
13 When I get home, I try to look neither happy nor 
sad. The children notice at once.  
“You’re acting funny today, Mom.” 
I feel like saying: Yes, I did something I 
shouldn’t have done and yet I don’t feel the 
27 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda’s children notice strange behavior in her. She 
wants to explain but she cannot. She realizes what 
she did to Jacob is wrong. She does not feel guilty 
at all to herself because she did that voluntarily. She 
just feels afraid of being caught, that can affect her 
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Ego Defense 
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tiniest bit guilty, just afraid of being found out. marriage.  
14 I collapse onto the bed, close my eyes, and, 
before I fall asleep, think: I must be having the 
kind of crisis that comes after ten years of 
marriage. It’ll pass. 
Not everyone needs to feel happy all the time. 
Besides, no one can be happy all the time. I 
need to learn to deal with the reality of life.  
29 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda thinks what she did to Jacob is simply 
because she is having marriage crisis. She believes 
it is impossible for anyone to be happy all the time. 
Whatever she feels in her ten years marriage, it will 
pass.  
15 The red lights in my mind start to flash.  
I tell myself: You’re a fool, he just wants to get 
you into bed. He doesn’t even care about your 
happiness.  
Then, in an almost suicidal gesture, I say yes. 
Perhaps going to bed with someone who just 
touched my breasts when we were teenagers 
will be good for my marriage, as it was 
yesterday, when I gave him oral sex in the 
morning and had multiple orgasms with my 
husband later that night. 
 
35 Id Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda realizes Jacob only uses her, but Linda says 
yes when Jacob wants to meet her again. Driven by 
her sexual desire, Linda believes her next meeting 
with Jacob may help saving her marriage.  
16 After a certain age, we put on a mask of 
confidence and certainty. In time, that mask gets 
stuck to our face and we can’t remove it.  
As children, we learn that if we cry we’ll 
receive affection, that if we show we’re sad, 
we’ll be consoled. If we can’t get what we want 
with a smile, then we can surely do so with our 
tears.  
But we no longer cry, except in the bathroom 
when no one is listening. Nor do we smile at 
anyone other than our children. We don’t show 
46 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Social life demands people to behave in acceptable 
manners, even if they have to pretend and hide their 
feelings. When Linda says: “We don’t show our 
feelings because people might think we’re 
vulnerable and take advantage of us,” indicates the 
lies that have been spreading by everyone around 
her. The sentence: “Sleep is the best remedy,” is 
actually a form of denial, because sleep will not 
solve anything, but it can help Linda running away 
from everything. At least for a while she can rest 
her body and mind, so the next day she will be 
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Ego Defense 
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our feelings because people might think we’re 
vulnerable and take advantage of us. 
Sleep is the best remedy. 
 
ready to pretend again.  
17 No one saw us—we’re not in a restaurant. Our 
marriages are safe. 
I consider apologizing, but know it’s not 
necessary. After all, it was only a kiss. 
52 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
In her third meeting with Jacob, Linda gets the 
information for her boss about Jacob being 
blackmailed, but she knows it will not bring her 
into promotion. This time, Linda kisses Jacob and 
he does not refuse. Then they go back to their 
different lives. Linda believes no one sees them 
kissing. She believes a kiss will not ruin anyone’s 
marriage.  
18 This room is suffocating me. My perfect 
husband is asleep beside me; he doesn’t seem to 
have heard the wind rattling the windows. I 
imagine Jacob lying beside his wife and telling 
her everything he feels (although I’m sure he 
won’t say anything about me). He’s relieved to 
have someone who can help him when he feels 
most alone. I don’t really believe what he said 
about her—if it were true, they would have 
separated. After all, they don’t have any 
children to worry about! 
55 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda envies Jacob because he can talk to his wife 
about his problems, whereas Linda’s cannot do the 
same to her husband. Unlike Linda, there is no fatal 
risk in Jacob’s marriage if his wife knows the affair 
he has with Linda. The children are the ones who 
will bear Linda’s mistakes if someday her husband 
knows about it.  
19 It was a spring morning. I was sitting in a corner 
of the playground that was usually deserted and 
studying the tiles on the school wall. I knew 
there was something wrong with me. 
The other children all thought I acted “better 
than them,” and I never made any attempt to 
deny this. On the contrary, I made my mother 
keep buying me expensive clothes and taking 
61 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda notices there is something wrong with her 
during childhood. She says other children saw her 
as a better kid than them, but she knew she was not 
different. She just repressed it all in front of others 
to impress them. At school, she became a quiet girl, 
but to her mother she pursued many things. 
Actually, Linda felt lonely because all her friends 
treated her differently. This loneliness has later 
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Ego Defense 
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me to school in her pricey foreign car.  
But that day in the playground, I realized that I 
was alone, and might remain alone for the rest 
of my life. Even though I was only eight years 
old, it seemed like it was already too late to 
change and to prove to the other children that I 
was just like them. 
grown and shaped Linda’s personality. 
20 Now, summer. 
I was at secondary school, and the boys were 
always hitting on me, no matter how hard I tried 
to fend them off. The other girls were green 
with envy, but pretended not to be and were 
always hanging around and cozying up to me, 
hoping to pick up any rejects.  
And I rejected almost everyone, because I knew 
that if anyone ever managed to enter my world, 
they would find nothing of interest. It was best 
to maintain an air of mystery with a hint of 
unattainable pleasures. 
61 Id Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda was lonely. Although all boys at her school 
fell in love with her and all girls envied her; they 
were not the proper attention she needed the most. 
They were not sincere friends to her, because both 
boys and girls approached Linda because they 
wanted something from her. 
21 On my way home, I noticed a few mushrooms 
that had sprung up after the rain. They were 
perfect and intact because everyone knew they 
were poisonous. For a fraction of a second, I 
considered eating them. I wasn’t feeling 
particularly sad or particularly happy. I just 
wanted to get my parents’ attention. 
I didn’t eat the mushrooms. 
61 Id Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda says she was neither feeling sad nor happy 
when she saw the poisonous mushrooms, but she 
did consider eating them to get her parents’ 
attention. Although she canceled eating the 
mushrooms, the thought of harming herself to get 
her parents’ attention is enough to prove her 
loneliness. She did not get the love she wanted. 
Although her parents were able to buy her 
expensive things, money was not the cause of her 
loneliness.  
22 Because it’s only now that things have become 
unbearable. I was thinking today about my 
68 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
When Linda’s husband asks her why she just tells 
her feelings now, she says because she can no 
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childhood and teenage years. Does the root of 
all this lie there? I don’t think so, not unless my 
mind has been lying to me all these years, which 
I think is unlikely. I come from a normal family, 
I had a normal upbringing, I lead a normal life. 
What’s wrong with me? 
 longer bear it all alone. Linda notices something is 
wrong but she cannot identify it by herself. There is 
a denial when she says: “I come from a normal 
family, I had a normal upbringing, I lead a normal 
life.” She says everything is normal, but in the end 
she wonders there is something wrong with her. 
The term ‘normal’ is relative. Normal to Linda and 
normal to others can be different. 
23 Why do I have to have such wonderful 
children? Why did I have to meet my husband 
and fall in love? If I hadn’t met him, I’d be a 
free woman now.  
I’m mad. I should run straight to the nearest 
mental hospital, because there are not the kinds 
of things one should think. But I continue to 
think them. 
81 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda feels burdened by her marriage and children. 
When she says: “If I hadn’t meet him, I’d be a free 
woman now,” it indicates her desire to be free of all 
responsibility in marriage. If she were a free 
woman, she would not need to pretend that her life 
is normal.  
24 “Are you feeling all right?” 
Yes, I say, and hung up, but only after asking 
him to send me a text confirming where and 
when we should meet tomorrow.  
I feel fine. 
Why wouldn’t I? I finally have something to fill 
my boring life. And my sleepless nights will no 
longer be full of crazy thoughts: now I know 
what I want. I have an enemy to destroy and a 
goal to achieve. A man. 
89 Id Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda calls Jacob to ask when they can meet again. 
She lies to him about the reason of their next 
meeting. When he asks her if she is alright, she says 
she is fine. She lies because all she wants is to meet 
him once again. She does not want him to suspect 
anything. Linda wants to have Jacob completely. 
25 We are incomprehensible animals.  
But why do this to Marianne, when all she did 
was snub me at a party? Why come up with a 
plan and take the risk of buying drugs and 
planting them in her desk? 
131 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda feels jealous over Marianne—Jacob’s wife—
because Marianne has what Linda wants. Then 
Linda wants to ruin their marriage by planting 
drugs to trap Marianne. Linda tries to rationalize all 
the reasons behind her action, but actually she does 
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Because she’s attained what I cannot: Jacob’s 
love and attention. 
Is that a good enough answer? If it were, 99,9 
percent of people would be conspiring to 
destroy one another right now.  
Maybe it’s because I am tired of complaining. 
Because these sleepless nights are driving me 
mad. Because I feel comfortable in my madness. 
Because I won’t get caught. Because I want to 
stop obsessing about this. Because I am 
seriously ill.  
it because she is jealous.  
26 “We can’t leave any smell.” 
His words are a brutal return to reality. 
Apparently, it’s not his first time. That explains 
the condom and the particulars that make sure 
everything stays as it was before we entered the 
room. I silently insult him and hate him, but I 
disguise it with a smile and ask if he has any 
tips for eliminating odors. 
165 Id Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda and Jacob have sex in a hotel, but Jacob acts 
as if he does not want to get caught for the second 
time. He had an affair before and now he wants to 
take precaution. During the intercourse, Linda felt 
no pleasure because Jacob treated her like a 
prostitute. When Linda says: “I silently insult him 
and hate him, but I disguise it with a smile…” 
indicates her denial to herself. She wants to be 
treated properly, but she cannot tell him.  
27 I feel disgusted. I waited so long to act like a 
tigress and ended up being used like a mare. But 
that’s life; reality never comes close to our 
teenage romantic fantasies. 
Perfect, I’ll do that. 
 
166 Id Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda admits the way Jacob treated her is 
disgusting because she wants to impress him. 
Although she is disappointed, she believes it is 
realistic. She even wants to do it again, no matter 
how he treats her, as long as she can have him.  
28 I want to fall in love with him again. I never 
stopped loving him—I’ve always loved him and 
always will—but our life together is verging on 
monotony. Love can withstand this, but for lust, 
it’s fatal. 
186 Id Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda says she never stops loving her husband, but 
she also says she wants to fall in love with him 
again. If Linda truly never stops loving him, she 
does not need to fall in love with him again. She 
knows she has no future with Jacob and she has 
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I am going through an extremely tough time. I 
know my relationship with Jacob has no future 
and I’ve turned my back on the man with whom 
I’ve built a life.  
Whoever says “love is enough” is lying. It isn’t 
and it never has been. 
betrayed her husband, but she does not want to lose 
both of them.  
29 Then I called his name, telling him I wanted 
him inside me and to do anything he wanted. He 
penetrated me, grabbed me by the shoulders, 
and shook me like a savage. He pushed my legs 
up so he could go deeper. The pace increased, 
but I ordered him not to come yet. I needed 
more and more and more. 
224 Id Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda comes to Jacob’s office and they make love 
for the last time. She dares take the risks and she 
does not care about the way he treats her like a 
savage. When she says: “I needed more and more 
and more,” it means she wants to let go of her 
sexual desire that time once and for all.  
30 He begins to realize that I’m not just there 
because he is an amazing lover. 
“What do you want?” 
Closure. As much as that breaks my heart and 
leaves me emotionally in shambles, I need to 
end it. To look in your eyes and say it’s over. 
Never again. 
225 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
After her sexual desire is fulfilled, Linda says to 
Jacob that she needs to end their adultery. Despite 
how much she enjoys their sexual relationship, she 
knows she has to let it go. She does not want to 
continue the affair.  
31 But there came a moment when I understood 
that I had reached the limits of despair and 
couldn’t go any deeper, and when I looked up 
there was a single outstretched hand: my 
husband’s. 
He must have known, too, but his love was 
stronger. I tried to be honest and tell him 
everything to lift that weight of my shoulders, 
but I didn’t need to. He made me see that 
regardless of the choices I made in life, he 
would always be by my side and so my burden 
226 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Despite the extramarital affair Linda has with 
Jacob, she knows her husband notices that too. She 
says her husband will never leave her and by 
knowing it her burden is light, but actually her 
husband’s unconditional love that changes Linda. 
She cannot put any more pain to her husband.  
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was light. 
32 But I have no choice. The only thing I can do is 
ask my husband to leave me alone for a while. 
He asks if we should go back to the hotel 
because it’s cold. No, I’m fine right here. 
I sit there for half an hour, crying. Tears of bliss 
that wash away my soul. Finally, I realize that it 
is time to return to the world for good. 
248 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
Linda tries paragliding, but after doing it, she 
cannot stop crying. Her husband thinks she cries 
because she is scared of height after paragliding, 
but actually Linda cries because of the freedom she 
feels. She is relieved from the guilt of having an 
extramarital affair, but she does not tell her husband 
about it. She just asks him to leave her alone for a 
while so she can cry without hesitation. 
33 He doesn’t need to explain what he said 
yesterday. I don’t need to explain what I felt 
today. 
The world is perfect. 
249 Superego Repression and 
Denial 
 
After Linda cries, she finally comes to the point 
where her husband and she do not need to explain 
everything. When she says: “The world is perfect,” 
means everything works as she expects it. She has 
no need to worry anymore about the past and the 
future, even though she says nothing to her 
husband.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
